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ABSTRACT
Subtitles (closed captions) on television are typically
placed at the bottom-centre of the screen. However,
placing subtitles in varying positions, according to the
underlying video content (‘dynamic subtitles’), has the
potential to make the overall viewing experience less dis-
jointed and more immersive. This paper describes the
testing of such subtitles with hearing-impaired users, and
a new analysis of previously collected eye-tracking data.
The qualitative data demonstrates that dynamic subti-
tles can lead to an improved User Experience, although
not for all types of subtitle user. The eye-tracking data
was analysed to compare the gaze patterns of subtitle
users with a baseline of those for people viewing with-
out subtitles. It was found that gaze patterns of people
watching dynamic subtitles were closer to the baseline
than those of people watching with traditional subtitles.
Finally, some of the factors that need to be considered
when authoring dynamic subtitles are discussed.
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ACM Classification Keywords
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HCI): Multimedia Information Systems; K.4.2 Social Is-
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HCI): User Interfaces

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, subtitles are positioned so they are centred
at the bottom of the television screen. Guidelines for
subtitles (e.g., [1]) have long recommended that ‘viewers
generally prefer the conventional bottom of the screen
position’, while noting that di↵erent placement (e.g.,
top-screen) might be necessary to avoid obscuring im-
portant information, and that ‘it is most important to
avoid obscuring any part of a speaker’s mouth’. These
guidelines also recommend ‘horizontal displacement of
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subtitles in the direction of the appropriate speaker’, al-
though this seems not to be widely implemented. In
recent years, however, there has been an increase in re-
search experimenting with non-traditional placement of
subtitles [6, 17, 7, 15, 16, 8]. There are multiple drivers
for this, including creativity [6], but the most common is
a desire to help viewers associate subtitles with the cor-
rect speaker (e.g., [17, 8]). Jenesema [10] noted that the
addition of subtitles ‘results in a major change in eye-
movement patterns’, and eye-tracking studies have esti-
mated the amount of time viewers spend fixating on sub-
titles as between 10–31.8% [4] and 84% [9]. An argument
can be made for authoring subtitles in a way that min-
imises this disruption, so more time can be spent watch-
ing the action. From a User Experience (UX) standpoint
there is a desire to deliver subtitle content in a more im-
mersive, engaging, emotive [13], aesthetically pleasing
and ‘contemporary’ [6] way.

One approach is to change the position of subtitles on
the screen, placing each subtitle block so that it takes
into account the underlying images [7, 8, 3]. These are
known as ‘dynamic captioning’ [7] or ‘dynamically po-
sitioned subtitles’ [3]; in this paper we use the briefer
term ‘dynamic subtitles’. Hong et al. [7] presented a
system that automatically recognised the speaker and
used visual analysis of the scene to identify a placement
for a subtitle; Hu et al. [8] extended this with more so-
phisticated algorithms. Both performed user studies to
capture people’s views on the placement, although these
were not rich, collecting ratings on a scale of 1–10: Hong
et al. asked participants to rate ‘naturalness’ and ‘en-
joyment’, while Hu et al. asked their participants to rate
‘eyestrain level’ and ‘overall satisfaction’. Both reported
that their systems returned better scores than traditional
subtitles, although it should be noted that participants
in [8] were not habitual subtitle users, a factor which has
been found to influence peripheral vision skills [2] and
how attention is allocated [5]. Brooks and Armstrong’s
initial work [3] found that people spent less time reading
dynamic subtitles, and more time looking at the drama,
but did not explore the UX.

We wish to understand the user experience of dynamic
subtitles in more detail, and hypothesise that they could
provide an improved experience, making it easier to fol-
low both the subtitles and the video content. This work
seeks to explore that hypothesis, by extending the initial
study of Brooks and Armstrong [3] in three ways:

• Additional eye-tracking data is collected, and the com-
bined data analysed to discover how much gaze pat-



terns di↵ered between subtitled and non-subtitled con-
tent.

• Habitual subtitle users were asked to view an example
of content with dynamic subtitles, and qualitative data
was captured about their attitudes towards it.

• The question of what factors determine whether a sub-
title is well or poorly placed was investigated.

PREVIOUS EXPERIMENT
This research uses data from Brooks and Armstrong [3],
which is combined with new data and analysed in a novel
way. This section summarises their study.

4 clips were taken from 3 episodes of the BBC drama
‘Sherlock’. The clips lasted between 1:50 and 2:00 min-
utes, and 5 versions were created from each: French au-
dio, traditional subtitles; French audio, dynamic sub-
titles; English audio, traditional subtitles; English au-
dio, dynamic subtitles, and; English audio, no subtitles
(baseline case).

24 participants (native English speakers, who did not un-
derstand French; participants were not habitual subtitle
users) watched the clips, in the same order, on a televi-
sion in a ‘living room’ lab. The clips were first presented
in one of the 4 subtitle/language combinations, counter-
balanced so that 5-6 di↵erent participants watched each
version. 21 of the participants then viewed one of the
clips (chosen at random) in the baseline condition: clips
A, B and C were viewed by 6 people, and clip D by 3
people. The gaze of each participant was recorded using
a Tobii X-120 eye-tracker. An initial analysis of the data,
in which an area of interest was defined for each subtitle
(420 across 4 clips, under 2 conditions), indicated that
people spent less time reading subtitles, and more time
looking at the drama when using dynamic subtitles than
traditional subtitles.

METHOD
The second experiment was designed to collect addi-
tional baseline data to combine with that collected in
experiment 1, and to capture qualitative data on the
User Experience of dynamic subtitles from people who
habitually used subtitles as an access service.

Participants
26 participants were recruited for inclusion in this study.
Recruitment was performed by an external agency, and
participants were recruited who: regularly use the inter-
net to consume news and current a↵airs information; use
subtitles at home to watch TV with the sound on, and;
use subtitles on a daily basis. Participants were aged
between 22–67 (x = 47.2,� = 13.6). A mix of gender
(7 male, 19 female) and socio-cultural/economic back-
grounds was used. In addition, 8 people were recruited
(convenience sample; 5 male, 3 female, aged between 21
and 55) to watch the clip without subtitles. As in exper-
iment 1, these people did not normally use subtitles.

Figure 1: The text used to present the subtitles.

Stimulus
Participants were shown a 1 minute 50 second clip from
the TV drama “Sherlock” (Series 1, Episode 1). This
segment included 3 main characters, plus a fourth who
appeared briefly, and contained 34 subtitle blocks. Two
characters, Mike, and John Watson, enter a chemistry
laboratory, where Sherlock is performing an experiment.
Mike introduces Watson to Sherlock; Sherlock deduces
that Watson has just left the army and is, like himself,
looking for a flatmate.

Dynamic subtitles were authored for the original exper-
iment: each subtitle was assigned a position based on a
number of factors: the character speaking the line; the
background, and; the position of the previous and sub-
sequent subtitles. All subtitles were displayed as white
text (Helvetica Neue, 32 pixels high) with a slim black
outline (Figure 1). In order to allow fair comparison,
timing remained identical to that authored for the orig-
inal (traditional) subtitles.

In order to explore the important factors for subtitle
placement, alternative positions were authored for 4 of
the dynamic subtitles (numbers 3, 19, 24 and 33 from the
sequence of 34 in this clip). Re-authoring of these led to
2 further subtitles being re-positioned (numbers 23 and
25) so that the reader’s gaze did not have to jump too far
between consecutive subtitles. The original and revised
positions of the four subtitles can be seen in Figure 2.

A Framework for Qualitative Data Capture
User experience is a highly subjective field, focusing on
the potential benefits that a user may derive from a prod-
uct [11]. To be of use to the scientific community, how-
ever, the measurement of UX needs to be meaningful
and reliable [12]. A standard way of ensuring reliability
is to develop a framework that identifies the important
components of the UX so that each can be measured. A
review of the literature failed to identify such a frame-
work for subtitles, so a new framework is proposed here1.

The structure of the framework was inspired by [14],
while the components were developed from an analysis
of the existing literature on the UX of subtitles. These
components are described below.

Attention is awareness of what is going on in relation
to the subtitled video content. Users with high levels

1
The primary purpose of this framework is to provide an

overall measure of the user experience when viewing di↵erent

methods of subtitle display. This framework does not deal

with reading rates or comprehension levels.



of attention would be focused heavily on the video
content, while users with low levels would not.

Aesthetics is a measure of the visual appeal of the sub-
titled content. High levels indicate users believe that
the content is visually pleasing, while low levels indi-
cate that the content is not visually appealing.

Involvement measures how engaged users are with the
subtitled content. Whereas attention is about focus
on the content, involvement is about the depth of en-
gagement with the subtitled content. Users with high
levels of involvement would be ‘drawn into’ the subti-
tled content and would find this to be a engaging and
enjoyable experience. Users with low levels of involve-
ment would feel less involved in the subtitled content.

Familiarity measures how much users feel the current
subtitle display matches their expectations. High lev-
els of familiarity indicate a coherence in the relation-
ship between the subtitles and the video content. Low
levels of familiarity will indicate a disconnect in what
is perceived as routine subtitle practice

Perceived usefulness measures how useful the display
of the subtitled content is. Users who perceive high
levels of usefulness will see a high levels of value in
the subtitle display; users with low levels of perceived
usefulness will see low levels of value.

Perceived usability measures the challenge that is
faced while engaging with the subtitled video content.
Users that report high levels of perceived usability are
likely to have found the subtitled content easy to un-
derstand, while users with low levels of perceived us-
ability are likely to have found viewing the subtitled
content more demanding.

Endurability is defined as a user’s willingness to view
subtitled content using a similar method of subtitle
display in the future. Users with high levels of en-
durability are likely to wish to use this method again,
while users with low levels would be less likely to want
to use this method again in the future

Design and Procedure
The session was run in the BBC R&D usability lab in
Dock House, Salford which is set up as a living room, and
has an adjacent control and viewing room. Sessions were
recorded and transcribed. Participants watched the clip
on a 47 inch television. A Tobii X-120 eye-tracker was
used to record the gaze of participants as they viewed
the clip; this was placed on a co↵ee table 1.8m in front
of the television. To facilitate the process of position-
ing the participants correctly relative to the eye-tracker,
participants were seated on an adjustable o�ce chair ap-
proximately 0.7m in front of the eye-tracker.

The experiment was started by informing participants
that the purpose was to capture their opinions on some
subtitles they would see in a short clip. They were seated

in front of the eye-tracker and allowed to adjust the tele-
vision volume to a comfortable level. Participants ad-
justed the position of their chair to within the range of
the eye-tracker. Once comfortable, the eye tracker was
calibrated, then recording started and the clip shown.
The videos were counterbalanced so that half of the par-
ticipants saw the video with the re-authored subtitles in
their original positions, half with the revised positions.

After viewing the clip, participants were asked for their
first reactions. In order to explore what makes a well-
positioned subtitle, they were then asked to give their
thoughts on the alternative positions for each of the 4
re-authored subtitles. Participants were shown the pairs
as still images (using the first frame for which the subtitle
was present) on the television screen. They were asked
to comment on what they liked and/or disliked about
each, and to give a preference.

The final part of the experiment was a semi-structured
interview, designed to explore how people felt about
viewing content with dynamic subtitles. The questions
were aligned to the framework, above, and are detailed
in the results, below.

Supplementing baseline data

To supplement baseline data from [3], participants were
introduced to the study and seated in front of the eye-
tracker (in the same configuration as above). The eye
tracker was calibrated, and participants were asked to
watch the clip as they would normally watch television.

EYE-TRACKING DATA ANALYSIS
The hypothesis being tested is that dynamic subtitles
allow gaze patterns that are closer to those of viewers
watching without subtitles, but it is not known, a-priori,
where those viewers will fixate. Consequently, while it
is possible to define areas of interest for the subtitles,
it is not for the underlying video content. In order to
explore the data, therefore, the scene is evenly divided
into chunks, both spatially — as a grid — and tempo-
rally — into time slices. Having applied this approxi-
mation, it is possible, for each slice of time, to identify
which regions of the scene were viewed by participants
in each condition. Crucially, the application of regular
approximation allows direct quantitative comparison of
gaze patterns. In this case it is possible to measure how
much the gaze pattern of a subtitled scene di↵ers from
that of the same segment without subtitles. Making this
calculation twice, for traditional and dynamic subtitles,
shows which condition resulted in the smaller change of
gaze pattern. A smaller change indicates that the gaze
patterns were closer to those for the baseline, suggest-
ing that people’s experience of the video content is less
disrupted by reading the subtitles.

In this analysis, the gaze pattern is considered in terms
of dwell time. Thus, for each time slice we calculate,
for each box in the grid, the proportion of total possible
attention for that window. If there are n participants,
then the total possible attention (A

total

) is n times the



length of the time slice. The attention received by an
individual box (A

box

) is the sum of the durations of all
fixations for all participants that occurred in that box
during the time slice. The proportion of attention for
the box is therefore A

box

/A

total

, and the gaze pattern
for a given slice comprises of an attention value for each
box in the grid. The sum of these values across the
grid will approach 1, but will be less due to time spent
on saccades, or fixations of less than 100ms (which were
discarded). It may be lowered further if any participants
looked away, or the eye-tracker failed to record some
data. A fixation that overlaps time slices will contribute
its duration to each slice proportionately.

For these results, the 1920⇥1080 pixel scene was divided
into an 8⇥ 5 grid (resulting in 40 240⇥ 216 boxes), and
the 115 second clip into 1s slices. The grid size and slice
length were determined by the size and duration of the
subtitles (subtitles were visible for a mean time of 2.7s,
and the mean length of a subtitle block was 550 pixels)
— it was necessary to get enough detail to di↵erentiate
between areas of the screen and between subtitles, but
have the grid/slice combination coarse enough to capture
enough data to make meaningful comparisons.

For each temporal slice, a gaze intensity value was cal-
culated for each box in the grid. The intensity of each
box represented the proportion of attention received, as
described above. To allow for experimental error in gaze
position detection, the contribution from those fixations
within 20 pixels (approximately 8% of the length of the
box sides) of box edges was divided between boxes in
ratios proportionate to the edge proximity.

A metric was calculated to reflect the size of the di↵er-
ence of the overall attention pattern for two segments.
To do this, a grid was calculated, with each box contain-
ing the di↵erence between the corresponding boxes un-
der the two conditions. This grid was smoothed (Gaus-
sian smoothing over the 8 ⇥ 5 grid, with a radius of 1,
meant that a shift of attention between neighbouring
boxes had a smaller e↵ect on the metric than between
distant boxes) and a root mean square value was cal-
culated; these values were linearly scaled to lie between
0 and 5. The di↵erence values calculated in this man-
ner are based on aggregated data, i.e., the di↵erence was
comparing the gaze of all participants in one group with
all participants in another. This results in a single di↵er-
ence value for each segment of the clip for each condition.

QUALITATIVE RESULTS
The qualitative data comprises three parts: the first im-
pressions of participants; their overall views after having
performed the positioning exercise, and; their responses
to a set of questions aligned to the framework (above).

In summary, 5 participants did not like dynamic subtitles
(P2, P9, P14, P17, P19), 8 were broadly positive (P0,
P3, P11, P15, P20, P21, P22, P23), and 12 were very
keen on the idea. Interestingly, the 3 participants who
most disliked the dynamic subtitles were ones who did

not totally rely on subtitles: P2 was slightly deaf in one
ear, and used subtitles when the young kids’ ‘toys are
out’; P14 had no diagnosed hearing problem, but liked
to use subtitles ‘as a double check’, and; P17 said ‘I don’t
rely on them’.

First Impressions
Overall, the first impressions of people were mixed.
Three participants were immediately negative: they felt
that they had to ‘follow them round’ and found them
distracting. For example, P14 stated:

‘I hated them, really hated them, I found them re-
ally distracting. Every time one flicked up my eye
would flick to it, instead of it just being at the bot-
tom where I would just read it when needed. It
made me feel tense waiting to see where they would
appear.’

Two were mixed, liking aspects of dynamic subtitles, but
not seeing su�cient benefit for them to want to change
from the familiarity of traditional subtitles. Seven oth-
ers were immediately positive. They identified two main
benefits to dynamic subtitles: it was possible to spend
more time looking at the video content rather than read-
ing subtitles, and; identifying which person was speaking
the dialogue in the subtitle was easier. For example:

‘Loved it. It’s there for you, it’s next to that per-
son saying it. So you don’t need to have the dif-
ferent colours. With this you knew who was talking
straight away and you felt more sucked into the tele-
vision.’ (P5)

P18 also found identifying the speaker easier, and noted
that he was less likely to miss things in the video:

‘Yeah, it was really good. . . . it gives you a much
clearer idea of who is speaking. . . it’s more inte-
grated. I can spend more time on the video content.
I feel that with this you can see a lot more of the
picture as well, not just the words at the bottom. . .

The remainder of the participants fell somewhere in be-
tween, not quite sure what to make of the subtitles im-
mediately after viewing a 2 minute clip for the first time.

General Comments
After capturing the initial thoughts, participants were
asked to comment on 4 pairs of alternative dynamic sub-
title positions, then asked: ‘What do you think are the
advantages / disadvantages of having subtitles positioned
in di↵erent places on the screen?’

The two themes of being able to identify speaker more
easily, and of missing less of the video were noted by
more of the participants. There were also comments
about how dynamic subtitles felt more integrated with
the programme and ‘became part of the story’ (P0), and:

‘They seem really well integrated and its easy to
switch between the subtitles and the visuals without
feeling like it was disjointed.’ (P6)



‘It’s almost cinema like — you have that feel of being
enveloped of it’ (P8)

More participants commented on the aesthetics, such as
P16, who said it was ‘aesthetically pleasing’, and P20:
‘It seems like a very artistic way of doing it.’

Semi-structured Interview
The questions that formed the basis for the discussion,
and the responses to them, are summarised below.

Attention

Were you able to follow both the subtitles and the video
content comfortably? How does this compare to when
subtitles are placed at the bottom of the screen? Does
your attention to the video clip di↵er?

Responses to these questions were largely positive. 16
participants stated that they were able to follow both
video and subtitle content, with many noting that the
dynamic subtitles were an improvement on traditionally
placed ones. For example, P10 stated:

‘With traditional subs you have to split your atten-
tion, but with this because it’s so near to peoples
faces you can also get a lot of the physical body
language of what people are saying’

Others were able to follow the content, but found it
more di�cult than traditional subtitles (e.g., P19 ‘would
rather have them in a predictable place’; also P20). Two
participants (P9, P17) were wholly negative: P17 didn’t
want to read the subtitles, and found them intrusive.

Aesthetics

Did you find the positioned subtitles appealing to look
at? How do they compare to traditional subtitles? Did
the positioned subtitles add or detract in any way from
the aesthetics of the video?

Although 4 participants (P2, P9, P14, P17) thought
dynamic subtitles detracted from the overall aesthetics
(e.g., P14: ‘Because of their position they detracted from
the video’), 15 participants thought they were an im-
provement. For example, P16 stated:

‘Compared to traditional subtitles this adds aes-
thetic value. I’m looking at the whole picture in
the few seconds that gives me, but with [traditional
subtitles] you have to go down and then back up.
This shows you everything that you want to see and
is pleasing on the eye. This gives me time to read
what is going on and not having to move. I’m just
looking straight across.’

P11, also noted how ‘I liked them, they were appeal-
ing, it reminded me of a comic when you’re reading the
action and the words’. 4 people (P18, P20, P23, P24)
thought that they would detract from the aesthetics of
other viewers, as they would be harder to ignore.

Usability

Did you have any problems locating the subtitles? Were
you able to follow the subtitles comfortably? Did you

have any problems identifying the speaker? How did
you cope with the subtitles changing positions on the
screen? How do reading subtitles placed dynamically on
the screen compare to reading the subtitles at the bottom
of the screen?

Several people commented that it took a short period of
adjustment before they were used to the subtitles (‘like a
new pair of glasses’ - P11). 3 participants (P8, P9, P20)
commented on problems locating the subtitles on one
or two occasions, while P17 noted that they were ‘too
immediate’ and di�cult to miss. Speaker identification
was generally not a problem, although 2 people said that
colours could be used to help.

Usefulness

How useful do you find this as a method of displaying
subtitles? Do you see any added value in this way of dis-
playing subtitles? Can you think of any instances where
having some, or all, of the subtitles displayed like this
would be useful or add value? OR equally, any instances
where you think they might be unsuitable?

Again, the consensus was that presenting subtitles dy-
namically was useful, although not necessarily appropri-
ate for all types of programme. Most people thought
that it would not be useful for news, which has a rela-
tively static format, although P24 felt that having the
words alongside a presenter, if there was space, might be
useful. Dynamic subtitles were considered most suitable
for drama, or for situations where you have many peo-
ple talking (e.g., a panel — ‘The words can be placed
next to the person that owns the speech’ — P11). For
example, P8 commented that it was:

‘Very useful, the added value is that there is
less attention processes being spend on just read-
ing. . . [Normally] I don’t know whether the actor has
done anything when I’ve been reading. . . this time
I’m reading and also catching the movement in the
same field.’

P0 said, ‘The added value for this is that its more dy-
namic, it raises my attention to the whole piece, it seems
like it’s more integrated with the images’, while P7 said,
‘Would be a big plus to have subtitles this way’. Two
participants noted the di↵erence between usefulness and
overall appeal — P4 said that dynamic subtitles were
‘not useful, but preferable’, while P2 said ‘Yeah it could
be useful. . . but I don’t like it how it is there’.

Involvement

Do positioned subtitles have any impact on how engaged
you feel with the subtitled text (and your enjoyment of
reading the subtitles)? Do positioned subtitles have any
impact on how engaged you feel with the overall video
(and your enjoyment watching the video)?

The majority of the participants in the experiment felt
that the dynamic subtitles meant that they were more
engaged with the content, or enjoyed it more. P14 and
P19 felt that they detracted from their enjoyment as



they were ‘more conscious of them’ (P19) or ‘I was trying
to second-guess where the text would appear’. One of
the key benefits of dynamic subtitles that participants
identified as increasing their involvement was that they
were ‘more aware of what was going on’ (P13) and able to
identify small, but important, aspects of the video that
would otherwise have been missed. This was specifically
picked out by participants 16 and 18:

‘I wouldn’t have caught a lot of the small social cues
if I were watching this with traditional subtitles.’

‘Normally you are looking down at the bottom of the
screen and you miss facial expressions, but with this
nearer to the mouth it’s easier to see everything.’

Familiarity

Does this method of displaying subtitles feel familiar (or
strange)? How does this method of displaying subtitles
compare to traditional subtitles?

For P14 (‘strange and distracting’) and P17 dynamic
subtitles felt strange, while for some people they felt nat-
ural (P4 — ‘feels quite natural’, P8 — ‘first impression
was that this is intuitive’, P10 — ‘because I read comics
it felt familiar’, P18 — ‘It felt happier; it was more nat-
ural’). For some it felt unfamiliar, but something that
could be got used to, either quickly (e.g., P7: ‘It felt a
little bit strange, but only for a nanosecond – as quick
as that’), or more slowly (e.g., P20 ‘It felt new, I feel
like I would have to concentrate but I think that would
disappear over continued use’).

Endurability

Do you think you could you watch subtitled content like
this for an extended period of time? Would you want
or choose to view content with subtitles like this in the
future?

The majority of participants who expressed an opinion
(12) stated that they could watch dynamic subtitles for
longer periods of time, and that they would choose to
watch subtitles like this if they had the option. P7 com-
mented that it was less tiring than traditional subtitles:

‘Reading subtitles can be tiring, so I’ve got a limited
span, I can watch a couple of films and that’s about
it. I think that this is a lot gentler on the eye.’

Others were unsure about viewing for longer periods,
but would like to try. Only P14 and P17 said that they
wouldn’t want to watch these subtitles again.

POSITIONING SUBTITLES
The overall preferences for each of the four pairs of al-
ternative subtitle positions (version A, in the original
position, and B, in the revised position) are summarised
in Figure 3. For two subtitles, the participants were
split almost equally, while for the other two, they were
more likely to prefer the revised subtitle. More interest-
ing than the preferences, however, are the themes that
emerged from the discussions about the various place-
ments. These can be classified as follows.

(a) Subtitle 3. Version A is the upper one.

(b) Subtitle 19. Version A is the upper one.

(c) Subtitle 24. Version A is the upper one.

(d) Subtitle 33. Version A is the right one.

Figure 2: Versions A (original) and B (revised) of four
subtitles. Overlaid are the fixations made during the life-
time of the subtitle, for people watching with the original
subtitle, the revised subtitle, or no subtitle.



Figure 3: Numbers of participants expressing a prefer-
ence for the version A (original) or B (revised) of the
subtitles.

Speaker identification
One of the key factors in people’s preferences was posi-
tioning the subtitle so that it could be easily associated
with the character who was speaking. This was explic-
itly mentioned by 8 of the participants. For example P19
and P10 preferred the revised version of subtitle 24:

‘I prefer [B] because you can clearly see that it’s
attached to Sherlock. It’s where he is in the screen
— it makes more sense with him being there.’ (P19)

‘Maybe [B] is better, because it’s the speech that is
linked with his characters so it makes it clearer that
it’s him that is speaking’ (P10)

Five of the participants commented positively on how
dynamic subtitles were comic-like or similar to a car-
toon, with the text resembling a speech bubble. Al-
though clearly related to speaker identification, the car-
toon style is not necessary for it (e.g, the subtitle could
be placed over the actor’s body), and subtitles presented
like speech bubbles seemed to have an intrinsic appeal.

Readability
Although most participants said that the subtitles were
usable, the qualities of the background were an impor-
tant consideration when selecting position. When this
was mentioned, people either stated that they liked a
position because it was particularly clear, or said that
they found a position di�cult. A plain, dark background
was considered good, e.g., P4 said of subtitle 24B: ‘it’s
easier to read as its against the dark background’. P10
also found subtitle 3A easy to read (‘the background is
blurred so the words stand out quite well’). In contrast,
lighter or more varied backgrounds were more di�cult.
For subtitle 33A, P0 said, ‘It’s a bit noisy in the back-
ground, there’s so much other stu↵ behind the text, and
[B] is a lot easier’.

Obscuring the action
Five people felt that the action was, or could be, ob-
scured, particularly if over the actor. Positive comments
were made when subtitles were over the background of
the scene, e.g,. ‘it’s in a place where it’s just over a

blurred bit of background so you’re not missing much’
(P6 on subtitle 19B). Similarly, some people felt that
having the subtitles placed over the actor diminished the
experience, blocking their view. For example, comments
on subtitle 19B included:

P9: ‘I don’t like how its over him. . . Its like the subtitles
are competing with the actor in the scene.’

P15: I don’t like it over his body, it feels like if he starts
moving around you don’t want to be looking through the
writing. You want them to be slightly separate.

This was not an over-riding preference, as these same
participants sometimes preferred later subtitles that
were placed over the actor (e.g., P15 preferred version
B of subtitle 24 ‘That actually looks quite good down
there, which contradicts from my last choice’, and P9
preferred 24B and 33B).

On the other hand, some participants clearly preferred
subtitles to be placed over the actor, so that the char-
acter and subtitles were co-located. P18 stated about
subtitle 19B, ‘My gaze is naturally on him so it makes
sense for them to be together’, and P19 said (of the same
subtitle), ‘I think that this one is possibly better, in that
your attention is focused on the left hand side of the
screen’. For the last subtitle, P24 wanted to see the sub-
title over Sherlock, because that placed the subtitle close
to the important action:

‘The important thing is to see Sherlock and the
action — the director has chosen that shot for a
reason. It’s the same viewing experience then, it
doesn’t matter if you look at the subtitles or not,
you’re still looking at what the director intended.’

General positioning
In more general terms, participants P3 and P7 had a
preference for subtitles on the right of the screen. Par-
ticipant 14, who did not like dynamic subtitles, wanted
them placed lower on the screen, where they were less
obstructive. P17 felt ‘for some reason, the higher it is
the more it throws itself at you, so I prefer the more
subtle one’. Conversely, P7, P19 and P24 all expressed
a preference for subtitles to be placed higher. P10 wasn’t
keen on the central positioning of 19B, explaining, ‘I did
photography at college, so I’m thinking about the rule
of thirds when I’m going through it’.

There was a slight aversion to subtitles being placed too
close to characters, with 7 people commenting on subtitle
19A being too close to Sherlock ‘like it’s going to hit him
in the neck’ (P11). P6 and P15 wanted 3B to be placed
slightly to the right or lower.

Eye-tracking data
The eye-tracking data was inconclusive when comparing
the revised subtitles with the original ones. A grid repre-
senting the gaze pattern for each condition over the life-
time of each subtitle was generated, and the di↵erence
between each subtitle and the baseline was calculated.



subtitle original revised
3 2.1 2.0
19 1.8 2.0
24 2.0 1.4
33 1.5 1.4

Table 1: Di↵erence metric values between the two sub-
titles and the baseline.

These are presented in Table 1; the only di↵erence of
any size was for subtitle 24, for which the revised subti-
tle was closer to the baseline.

EYE-TRACKING RESULTS
Before full analysis of the data, the di↵erence metric
was tested. This was done by comparing the revised and
original subtitles; as expected, di↵erence values were low
(median di↵erence of 0.9) except when the subtitle po-
sitions di↵ered (peaks of 2-3). Having tested the metric,
the additional baseline data was combined with the base-
line data from Brooks and Armstrong’s original work [3],
giving usable gaze data for 5 participants watching with
each of the traditional and dynamic subtitles (French
audio), and 11 participants watching without subtitles.
The di↵erence metric was calculated to compare each
subtitle condition with the baseline.

Figure 4 plots the di↵erences between each subtitle con-
dition and the baseline across the clip, with the filled
line indicating which is closer (below the x-axis indicates
that the gaze pattern of dynamic subtitles was less dif-
ferent from the baseline). Looking across all slices, the
median di↵erence values are 1.9 for the dynamic sub-
titles (95% confidence intervals ±0.14) and 2.3 for the
traditional subtitles (±0.18). This indicates that, on an
average slice, the viewers of dynamic subtitles have gaze
patterns that more closely resemble those of un-subtitled
content than viewers of traditional subtitles.

Figure 5 summarises the results, showing the di↵erence
values for the four conditions: experiment 1 traditional
and dynamic subtitles, and experiment 2 original and
revised subtitles. This plot shows the median value,
and 95% confidence intervals, for the slices in the clip,
divided into those slices where subtitles were present
(of which there were 87), and those where they were
not (28). In this graph, it can be seen that the di↵er-
ence values for segments without subtitles were all rel-
atively low — this is what would be expected, as the
stimulus was essentially the same for all participants in
these segments (although there will be some e↵ect from
people moving their gaze between the subtitle and the
video). In those segments containing subtitles, however,
the gaze patterns were all more di↵erent than the base-
line. In particular, it is notable that traditional subtitles
resulted in the largest di↵erence, while dynamic subti-
tles had smaller di↵erences (the median di↵erence values
for segments with subtitles in experiment 1 are 2.78 for
traditional subtitles and 1.96 for dynamic subtitles).

Figure 5: Median di↵erence values for the 1s slices for
the di↵erent conditions. These are split into values for
slices in which subtitles were visible, and those in which
there were none.

The results from the second experiment show smaller
di↵erences, with no significant di↵erence between the re-
vised and original subtitles. Interestingly, the gaze pat-
terns of viewers watching dynamic subtitles were less dif-
ferent from the baseline in the second experiment than
the first. There are two factors that might account for
this. First, the viewers in the second experiment were ha-
bitual subtitle users; second, participants in the second
experiment had the ability (in some cases) to augment
their use of subtitles with lip reading and the English
audio. These factors may also explain the di↵erences
between experiments 1 and 2 for those slices without sub-
titles — the experienced subtitle users and lip-readers of
experiment may revert their gaze to the baseline more
quickly than the participants of experiment 1.

CONCLUSIONS
The majority of people who watched dynamic subtitles
enjoyed the experience, and wanted to try them further.
A number of participants were very keen, and would have
liked to convert to dynamic subtitles immediately.

“This is going to spoil subtitles for me now” (P16)

The main reason was that it meant that the viewers were
more immersed in the action, and missed less of the video
content. Reading the subtitles was a less disjointed ex-
perience, and people were more able to follow the ac-
tion, and pick up non-verbal cues from the actors. The
new analysis of the eye-tracking data from the previous
experiment supports this (albeit for people who do not
normally use subtitles), finding that people who viewed
the clip with dynamic subtitles had gaze patterns that
were more similar to people who viewed without subti-
tles than those who viewed with traditional subtitles.

‘I wouldn’t have caught a lot of the small social cues
if I were watching this with traditional subtitles’
(P16)

The other major benefit was that dynamic subtitles en-
abled a more explicit link between speaker and text than
using colours on traditional subtitles. Most participants



Figure 4: A comparison of how much gaze patterns in the traditional subtitle and dynamic subtitle conditions di↵ered
from the baseline. The di↵erences between traditional subtitles and the baseline are shown in green; those between
dynamic subtitles and the baseline are in blue. The filled line indicates which was closer: below the x-axis shows that
the gaze pattern for dynamic subtitles was closer to the baseline than for traditional subtitles. Red bars indicate when
subtitles were visible, with height correlating to the number of characters.

were able to connect subtitles to actor even with all text
presented in white, although the additional use of colour
should be investigated. One of the major use-cases iden-
tified by participants was in situations where multiple
people were talking, such as panel shows.

‘I think this would have a huge benefit for a lot of
people to make more sense of conversations’ (P10)

A small number of the participants in this experiment
did not like this style of subtitle presentation — 2 were
ambivalent and would prefer to use the subtitles they
were used to, while 3 really disliked dynamic positioning.
Interestingly, these participants were ones who did not
totally rely on subtitles. In contrast, those who were
most enthusiastic about the subtitles tended to be those
who relied more on the subtitles as an access service.

Two of those people who liked dynamic subtitles them-
selves expressed concern that co-watchers (who did not
need subtitles) would find them more disruptive. This
suggests that the ideal solution would be to give view-
ers the option of whether to have subtitles dynamically
placed, or placed in the traditional position at the bot-
tom of the screen. Most people also thought that using
dynamic subtitles would not be appropriate for all con-
tent; the news was identified by many as a genre for
which traditional subtitles were more suitable, due to its
relatively static nature.

This experiment has also identified some of the factors
that need to be taken into consideration when authoring
dynamic subtitles. Identifying the speaker is one of the
key benefits, so subtitle position needs to reflect this.
Positioning the text as a cartoon speech-bubble would

be placed is one option; another is to place the text over
the speaker’s body. There were divided opinions about
this, however, with some people feeling that the subtitle
became a barrier in this situation. It should be noted,
however, that this tended to be an opinion found among
those people who were against the idea in general. In ei-
ther case, the text should not obscure important action,
and should not be placed too close to the speaker, partic-
ularly to the face. There is perhaps also an argument for
placing the subtitles more towards the right of the screen
(it could be hypothesised that this is because, for subti-
tles on the right, the viewer starts reading in the centre
of the screen, which is likely to be closer to their current
gaze). Readability is clearly important, so the e↵ect of
the background, particularly if light or varied, needs to
be considered. It may be worth exploring the use of font
e↵ects to improve readability in such situations.

While the participants in this study were positive about
the use of dynamic subtitles for Sherlock, and expressed
a wish to use them on other content, the conclusions
should not be extrapolated too far. The scene contained
a maximum of 3 characters on screen at once, and shot-
changes were not as frequent as they might be, e.g., in
action movies. These factors may well influence the UX
of dynamic subtitles, and should be explored further.

In summary, the majority of participants reported that
they felt that dynamic subtitles would provide an im-
provement over traditional subtitles on all aspects of
the framework. Some participants (notably those peo-
ple who were not reliant on the subtitles to follow the
dialogue) did not like their first experience of dynamic
subtitles, finding them more disruptive than tradition-



ally placed subtitles. It would therefore be desirable for
viewers to have the option to revert to traditional subti-
tles if they, or their viewing companions preferred. For
most people, however, it enabled a more immersive ex-
perience. They allowed people to relax and enjoy the
programme, to follow the dialogue while also picking up
more non-verbal cues from the speaker. Speaker identi-
fication was improved compared to traditional subtitles,
although subtitle location may need supplementing with
colours in some situations.

‘With traditional subtitles you feel too focused and
cant veg out on television, with this it makes it a
lot easier to relax and watch television.’ (P10)
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